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We Make Business Work. Better.
From top-level systems strategy to generation of real, tangible efficiencies at your bottom line,
Aileron offers system support, integration and development to help you work smarter, accommodate
growth, anticipate change, and optimize value in every aspect of an organization.
THE DIFFERENCE IS HOW WE GET THINGS DONE.
How we work may be where we make our greatest impact. Aileron is staffed by business people; a team that understands
the challenges, dynamics and pressures of business, and develop and support IT systems accordingly. We get to know your
company, your distinct technological challenges, and work not to simply react to system problems, but to ensure your systems
are up and running all the time. Aileron is a proven hand at reducing the number of network outages that occur and stabilizing
technology budgets while we substantially improve your Help Desk coverage and responsiveness.

THE AILERON DIFFERENCE
è AILERON IS SYSTEM AGNOSTIC.
When your IT provider has no reselling ties—like Aileron—you get honest answers, straight talk, and solid, dependable solutions from
the universe of choices we provide. Aileron works with all its clients as consultants, willing to bring our entire base of team-knowledge
to the table so that you can see the whole picture, and make your choices—not ours.
è AILERON DOESN’T SAY IT. WE SHOW IT.
We earn your trust by our actions, not by demanding it, through collaboration and consultation. Simply put, we’ve built our success by
telling the truth, providing solid solutions and doing our work in a way that makes sense to everyone involved.
è OUR TEAM WORKS WITH YOUR TEAM TO MAKE SYSTEMS STRONGER ACROSS THE BOARD.
This communication extends through all departments. By understanding the working needs of players involved, we better establish
the technological needs and implications of development, identify any critical knowledge deficiencies, and assure a clear road map to
remedy them. We maintain diligent attention to your working IT environment, with constant assessment of workplace dynamics that
may impact your critical workflows.
è WE’RE TRULY IN IT FOR YOU. NO. REALLY.
Our model works from ‘flat fee’, which means that you don’t have to clock us in at the hour and hope for the best when the bill comes in.
It’s about your business, and making sure you get the strategy, service and technological capabilities you need in the time you need it.

Truth is, We’ll help you deliver your current level of IT services for less money — or help you get higher levels of
IT services from your current spend.

AILERON MAKES A DIFFERENCE. Aileron IT—Networking and Strategic Consulting

HOW AILERON CAN IMPROVE THE WAY YOU WORK
è STRATEGIC SERVICES
IT systems must anticipate the needs and changes of a growing concern. Aileron provides top level strategic consulting to develop the
technology capabilities essential for growth. Our people know business and focus on what IT means to your business.
è NETWORK ADMINISTRATION
Any firm can support IT. The question is: who do you trust? With Aileron, you’ve got a team that takes ownership for the systems and
the people we support. Your business is our business—count on it.
è EXPANSION/RELOCATION
The business/technology perspective Aileron brings to the table ensures minimal downtime, maximum ease. We know what needs to
happen, we plan for anything, we keep your company running.
è INFORMATION SECURITY STRATEGY & IMPLEMENATION
You want to keep up on network security, you need a smart long-term technology strategy, but in truth, getting the day to day work done
takes over. Aileron makes sure you know, in advance, what you need, where you’ll need to go, and how to get there. We measure, mitigate
and manage.
è PROBABLISTIC RISK MANAGEMENT
Protection software is only the first step. Aileron does a precise threat assessment, a working analysis of the probability of threat
occurrence, determines damage scenarios, anticipates impact to your workflow. Rest assured, we’ve got it covered.
è PROJECT WORK
A company server or network implementation upgrade or downgrade requires excellent technical skill and project management finesse.
Aileron is there with both. Telling you up-front your project risks, timelines, budgets, following up with frequent updates. We aggressively
drive projects forward to ensure you’ve got the IT you need, when you need it.
è END USER SUPPORT SERVICES
How do you get the support you need and stay in budget? Aileron can make it happen. We provide complete Help Desk services, augment
your existing efforts, provide ongoing user PC/laptop security updates and patches, maintain end user security protocols and provide
document/ email archiving, storage and retrieval strategies.
We make it our business to know your how your people use the systems, then serve their needs with a balance of personal service and
professional courtesy.

Find out how Aileron will make the difference for your business.
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